
Please read the instructions carefully for correct use,. Store the manual properly. The rules listed here are 

key information related to safety, which shall be followed. 

Symbol meaning:

Ⅰ、Notice on user safety rules

Taking- apart, repairing or transform the product without permission is forbidden.
●May result in fire or electrical injuries.
●Repair should be carried out by professionals
●If the power supply is broken, in order to avoid danger, please contact its manufacturer, 
professional maintenance department or qualified professional for replacement.

Contents with the symbol mean unworkable and forbidden.

Contents with the symbol mean the possibility of death or severe injury.

Contents with the symbol mean the possibility of injury or loss of items.Notice

Warning

Contents with the symbol mean that rules have to be followed.Force

Forbid

Lid

Quick disassemble button

11. Please confirm the size of smart cover and ceramics before installation.
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INSTALLATION AND OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS

Warning

Please do not scratch, break, transform, bend with force, stretch, curl, tie heavy objects to 
or overly squeeze the power cord and so on.
●May lead to electric shock or fire.

Power socket other than A.C. 110V is 
forbidden.
●May lead to failure of the product.

Please separate the product with the shower space. It is forbidden to splash water directly 
on the product. Please keep the area fully ventilated.
●May damage the product.
●May cause failure like electricity leakage and so on.

Touching the power socket with wet hand is strictly forbidden
●Keep the power socket dry;
●When there is splash around the socket, it is strictly forbidden to touch the 
socket with hands.

●Do not allow children to play with the product.
●Disabled people and people (including children) who lack experience or 
common sense need to use the product under the supervision of a specially 
assigned person.

The lid and seat ring of the product are made of plastic. Please do not let lit cigarette, 
burning materials or items with ignition source close to the product.
●May damage the product
●May result in fire

The product can’t be knocked or clashed during usage; do not open/close the lid or the seat 
ring rudely. Do not stamp on the lid or leave heavy materials on it; do not lean against the lid. 
Do not take the control hand as the hand rail.
●May damage the product (deformation, abrasion or crack)
●May result in failure, electricity leakage and water leakage and so on

Please be aware of low temperature burn
●Even if the temperature is not high, sitting in the same place for a long period of time may 
cause low temperature burn.
●Turn off the heating function when the product is used by the following persons:
Children, elders, the sick, the disabled or people of limited movement due to hypnotic
(such as sleeping pills or cold medicine), alcohol, extreme fatigue or drowsiness.

When opening the lid, be sure to open it completely with the hand. If the lid is not opened to 
the full with the hand release halfway, the slow-close function may not be performed 
completely, therefore resulting in the fast drop to injure the hand.

Please avoid direct sunlight
●May cause color fade

Notice

Electrical 
grounding

●If the product is not in use for a long time, please take off the plug.
●Please take off the plug in lightning and stormy weather.

Please confirm whether there is grounding processing.
●Product with no grounding  may lead to electric shock when in failure or 
electricity leakage

Ⅱ、Sketch map of the product

Ⅲ、Installation instructions
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2. Parts:
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Two-way pipe
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T-connector

Quick Connector09

Filter

1

1

Bolt

Metal Plate

Anchor

Base Plate

L-connector

3、Install the anchor into the toilet hole.

4. Installation according to the sequence in below figure: base plate, metal plates and blots. You can adjust 
the plastic or plates according to the toilet installation hole, and then tighten the screw.

Bolts

5. Install the bidet: push the cover backward as shown in the figure (as shown in the figure below).

Anchor

Metal Plate

Base Plate

6.Connecting water hose

2. Unscrew water supply hose from water tank.
Place towel below tank to catch any dripping
water.

Unscrew to remove

1.�Close�the�water�supply�valve.

3. Using finger nut, attach T-connector to water
tank where you removed the water supply hose.

Finger nut

4. Attach water supply hose to bottom of
T-connector.

FilterQuick Connector

T-connector

5. Connect�quick connector、filter�and T-connector.
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10 Buckle 2

A：133 ~ 182 mm(4.4 ~ 7.16") B：458 ~ 488 mm(18 ~ 19.2") C: ≧ 517 mm(≧20")
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